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Full Name: Eric J McNamsra
Email Address: ejmcnamara@aol.com
Charter School:
Comment: I am a resident of MidTown Brandywine living at 1223 N. West Street, and I oppose the
Freire School's Major Modification request.
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Full Name: Marilyn J. "Lyn" Doto
Email Address: Lyndandbillm@comcast.net
Charter School: Freire Charter School
Comment: I am a Midtown Brandywine resident. I am writing to set the record straight about a
statement that Ms. Davenport made at the CSAC's Final Public Hearing on Freire's Major Modification
Request.
Ms. Davenport was late for the meeting, so did not hear the statements of all 19 of the speakers
(neighbors and elected officials) in opposition to Freire's Major Modification Request (Hereafter referred
to as "MMR").
Nevertheless, Ms. Davenport stated on 3-9-15, that some speakers were misinformed because they
indicated that Freire "would not have a cafeteria or a gym." Let's explore why those speakers were
"misinformed":
In Freire's 12-31-14 MMR they stated that there would be no cafeteria or gym in their first year, and no
physical education programs or staff for three years. Students would be eating in their classrooms until
Year 2.
CSAC's Initial Report requested, among other things, that Freire elaborate about the lack of a cafeteria.
At a Public Hearing on 2-3-15, I commented in opposition to the lack of a plan for a cafeteria or gym.
On 2-6-15, Archie Heller posted a Public Comment in opposition to this lack.
On 2-18-15 Freire's response to the CSAC's Initial Report was posted online. Very few neighbors have
the time or energy to read the online updates thoroughly. That was the first mention that a cafeteria
was back in the picture: $17,000 was budgeted for cafeteria tables. And there was mention that Phase
1 of the construction would include a cafeteria on the 1st floor.
Mr. Heller and I are happy that Freire apparenlty listened to our concerns, and that they agree that
students need to have a cafeteria. But we still have neither seen, nor heard, anything about the
addition of a gym or physical education program.
This 2-18-15 response was also the first time some neighbors read that Freire had removed the
Receptionist position, and now the State-required, full-time nurse would also be a receptionist and
security guard.
On 2-20-15 Daniel Walsh posted a statement on the Public Comment section that included his concern
about the lack of a cafeteria or gymnasium. This is a further indication that Freire had not
communicated this publicly.
CSAC held their final meeting on Freire's MMR on 2-24-15. I attended with two other neighbors, Faith
McNamara and Nancy Cooper. We knew the rules; and we were not asked, nor did we request, to
speak. (We did sign-in, and talked to some DOE officials afterward; but our attendance was not noted
in the report from that meeting).
During the meeting, a CSAC member asked Ms. Davenport, "Whether the school has begun to make
modifications to the building." Ms. Davenport stated that the school itself had not yet made any
modifications -- but "the owner has done some demolition to make room for a cafeteria."

The CSAC report from that meeting was posted online on 3-2-15 (a week before the Final Public
Hearing) and did refer to the demolition being done by the building owner, but did not mention that it
was for a cafeteria. (I understand this, it's a report, not a transcript).
I did not immediately notify every neighbor about the cafeteria because I was more intent in getting
that information to our neighbors who are working on Freire's lack of: permits, a request for a Zoning
Board of Adjustment hearing, and a Certificate of Occupancy.
So, if Ms. Davenport is concerned that some neighbors were uninformed of Freire's recent decision to
build a cafeteria, the fault is mine. But neither she, nor any other Freire representatives, have indicated
that there will a gym or physical education program before year 3; which is what she seemed to be
implying in her 3-9-15 statement.
Thank you!
Lyn Doto
lyndandbillm@comcast.net
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Before the end of public comment on the issue of the Freire Charter school in Wilmington, I
want to add my voice in support of the school’s coming to the Midtown Brandywine
neighborhood.
I think Freire and Midtown Brandywine will make a good pairing and further believe that the
residents’ concerns about car and foot traffic can and will be resolved, over time. While the
location is not ideal for a school of this size, the permanent good of bringing Freire to
Wilmington and particularly of creating a relationship between it and our neighborhood,
outweigh any temporary inconvenience.
Without doubt there will be growing pains in the coming years as the school gets off the
ground. There will be unexpected situations that will call for creative solutions. Kelly
Davenport and Bill Porter are seasoned professionals with myriad ways of dealing
successfully with problems created by students, parents and neighborhood residents. Based
on their track record in establishing their school in Philadelphia and forming a bond with
their neighbors there, I am confident they can suggest solutions to meet everyone's interests
and work collaboratively to see them through in Wilmington.
Further, Ms. Davenport and Mr. Porter have attended our neighborhood meetings and have
remained calm and courteous in the face of outright hostility in the hope of advancing the
dialog with us. Their respectful manner is a model for us all. Why wouldn’t we want them
and their students in our neighborhood?
We need to look beyond our own comfort and toward the greater good to be had from
partnering with this outstanding school. I am excited to welcome Freire, its students,
teachers and staff to the Midtown Brandywine community and look forward to working
together to overcome the challenges such an opportunity presents.
Thank you,
Claire Ford
1223 West Street
resident for 19 years
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Full Name: Christopher Tijerino
Email Address: chris.tijerino@gmail.com
Charter School: Freire Charter School
Comment: My name is Christopher Tijerino and I am writing to you today to voice my opposition to the
Freiere School's charter modification. There are many reasons why I feel this charter modification needs
to be rejected, most of those reasons have been made very clear by countless Wilmingtonians already.
Poor planning of the schools location, the abscence of fundamental needs for students at the proposed
building (cafeteria, green space, gym), huge negative traffic impact downtown, and lastly the apparent
need to put our priority schools above any new Charters. Wilmington is saturated with mediocre to poor
schools and federal and state funds are being strained on quantity- not quality. I would argue this adds
more to the problem than that of the solution.
I attended the meeting held earlier this week at the Carvel State building and was happy to see many of
my colleagues, neighbors and local representatives voice these same concerns. I am not a big fan of
public speaking so did not speak myself. In attending I did noticed something that should be very
noteworthy to the Department of Education. The meeting consisted of about 50 Wilmington residents,
but not one single resident was there to argue FOR Freire's charter modification approval. Well with the
exception of Ms. Davenport whom I believe is on Freire's payroll. But, not a single parent was there
with their child to voice their hope for the school to open, despite the low-enrollment. Now, I
understand that parents are busy and schedules are hectic- but if parents in my community can carve
out the time, than why couldn't 1 parent of the 150 pledged to Freire attend? And why would any
community want a charter school which would attract such uninvolved parents? A school that hopes to
have 500 plus students in very small, yet well established, neighborhood of 250 residents? We have
consistently heard from Bill Porter and other Freire ambassadors how desperately Wilmington needs this
school. How desperately parents and students want an establishment such as Freire of Philadelphia, yet
not a single parent or potential Freire student was in attendance to argue this.
I ask the Department of Education to see this as a very clear sign that this so-called 'need and want' for
Freire in Wilmington is just not there. The school has proven to be unsuccessful in its efforts of finding
an appropriate location after loosing its first site to another charter, it has been unsuccessful at
recruiting students, and more importantly it has been unsuccessful in gaining the local communities
trust through transparency and cooperation. Furthermore, the very existence of their school's Ethics
code has now been practically thrown out the window to satisfy their application for federal grants
monies. All of this before it's even opened. What kind of message does this send?
In all honesty, a few months ago I did not feel as opposed to Freire Charter school as I do today. I kept
an open mind to the possibility of a great school coming into Wilmington. I believe great schools are
indispensable to any community. Im not so convinced Freire will be one of those schools now. A lot has
happened in the last few months. The Freire Charter school has demonstrated a huge lack of
organization, poor community outreach, and a complete abandonment of their core values for the
almighty (taxpayer) dollar. Unfortunately at this point I feel the Freire Charter schools mission is more
aimed at securing jobs for those who will work there, rather than serving the students, parents and
residents of Delaware. I ask you to please reject their charter modification. If what I say is wrong than
hopefully Freire can silence my concerns with solid enrollment numbers.

